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FanCompass Announces 3-Year Renewal Deal with Fresno Grizzlies 
Technology partnership will expand ROI opportunities across the organization 

 
November 30, 2016 (San Rafael, CA) - FanCompass continues its growth trajectory by 
extending its relationship with the Fresno Grizzlies of the MiLB for another three years. 
Known for their creative fan engagement programs on and off-season, the Grizzlies are 
an example of what happens when teams leverage the power of the FanCompass 
Sports Revenue Platform™ to drive ROI. 
 
Today, the partnership launched the Grizzlies 2016 holiday campaign with an online 
program to drive traffic and sales at the team’s River Park pop-up shop in Fresno. Fans 
who register at Grizzshop.com will immediately get 10% off their purchase in the store 
and future access to other exclusive offers and promotions, such as the Fresno Tacos 
Ugly Sweater contest also happening now.  
 
“Our success with the Grizzlies is a testament to their innovation as a team, and their 
willingness to experiment with digital to engage their fans and generate revenue,” said 
Jamie Pardi, CEO of FanCompass. “When we heard about their plans for the pop-up 
shop, our mobile platform provided the solution to an important problem they faced 
for collecting and monetizing data more efficiently and effectively in-store.”  
 
Working together, FanCompass and the Grizzlies enjoyed early success most notably 
with the 2016 Fresno Famous Bracket Challenge. Timed with the NCAA’s March 
Madness tournament and an example of their off-season efforts to keep fans engaged, 
the FanCompass Fresno Famous campaign platform helped the Grizzlies acquire and 
monetize fan data in new ways. This included generating millions of new impressions, 



driving ticket leads and sponsorship activation opportunities, and increasing the 
Grizzlies online fan database.  

While teams may get to know their fans on social media and at their games, one of 
their unique pain points is that they can’t monetize their fan engagement. 
FanCompass helps sports franchises around the world use technology to drive lead 
generation, incremental revenue and fan loyalty. Most importantly, with the 
FanCompass proprietary Sports Revenue Platform™ the company delivers actionable 
data to commercial, ticketing, and marketing revenue centers, providing clear 
direction and focus to help clubs build a sustainable business. 

About FanCompass  

FanCompass is charting new territory in digital fan monetization.    

The FanCompass Sports Revenue Platform™ is transforming the industry by digitally 

delivering actionable data back to Sponsorship/Commercial, Ticketing, and Marketing 

+revenue centers.  We call it Digital Fan Monetization.  Not only does our proprietary 

technology help clubs navigate the increasingly complex process of creating successful 

online fan experiences, but teams can now convert those experiences into dollars 

across their organization. 

With a mission to ensure a thriving, sustainable "business of sport" for generations to 

come, FanCompass currently works with teams in 8 professional leagues from across 

the globe and is translated into more than 15 languages.  In the words of one team 

owner, “I give FanCompass a dime, they give me a dollar. I will do those types of deals 

all day long.” 
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